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Developer Program





We’re all software 
companies



And Most Companies
will become…
Software Companies



Why?



The  traditional  value  chain  is  
becoming  a  commodity



Technology spending is shifting 
from TCO to ROI



The economy is increasingly software 
centric

and good developers and 
developer operations are now 

a strategic necessity for all 
companies.
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You are the most valuable asset 
to the modern economy



And it’s our job to make you successful



We are Red Hat.
We are Open Source.



Open Source 
is about Freedom

Freedom to change, 
to improve, to choose.



And choice is Good.
Mostly.



The burden of choice
The struggle is real.
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Simplicity is the 
ultimate sophistication.

- Leonardo da Vinci



We get it.
Software is complex.



And we are...



Andrew Lee Rubinger, 
Program Manager

Engineering background in hiding 
complexity



Ray Ploski, Director of 
Developer Strategy

Spent years matchmaking enterprise 
customers with tech



Harry Mower, Senior 
Director of Developer 

Programs
Delivered programs helping engineers get 

started and on their way for the past 
decade



Red Hat is for 
your employer

Support and SLAs, 
stability and reliability



But the Red Hat 
Developer Program 

is for YOU



Mission statement
Empower and enable Enterprise Developers 

of Red Hat technologies by providing 
powerful tools, support and thought 

leadership so they can solve the toughest 
business challenges efficiently and enjoyably.



This is a community.
This is a conversation.

And we’re here to facilitate.



So there are a few things 
we can do for you



Try it.
Get your hands on the software you need.

Quickly.



Buy it.
Put you in touch with world-class services 

and support.



Make it better.
Resources built by us, by you, and others 
around the world working on the same 

problems.





developers.redhat.com
Announcing



developers.redhat.com
@rhdevelopers



developers.redhat.com
@rhdevelopers



Red Hat Developers is 
not just a website

Community, events and content



https://plus.google.com/+DevnationOrg

@DevNationConf



Register Now
bit.ly/RHDevelopers


